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The data is in my
goosebumps
A 6 STER EXPERIENCE AT AMANOI

OBSERVE, ANALYZE, ADJUST
BY MADISON HARDY

If you've ever experienced six-

No, six-star service has an air

Dining: Newly pregnant and

star service, you know its

that you can't quite wrap your

nauseous from the winding

presence provides a feeling that

head around, or perhaps it's

drive from the Cam Ranh

is refined and not overly

because your head is far away,

airport, I arrived at Amanoi's

complex. Forget the stuffy

enjoying the experience. This

grand entrance with a touch of

pretentious over the top staff

article was inspired by a three

sweat on my lip and a delirious

who is bowing at your feet,

night stay at the luxurious

aftertaste. My worries were

reciting long winded daily

Amanoi resort and my

washed away as soon as I was

specials, and watching your

investigatory eye into how you

ushered from the car into the

every move for a chance to

can receive the ultimate

warm, greeting hands of Thuy

insert themselves. Who wants a

treatment without ever even

(it's important that your staff

third wheel on their romantic

realizing it's happening.

have names and your customers

weekend?

know them), my saviour and
guide for the next few steps
into my weekend journey.
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"THUY WAVED THE CART AWAY, POPPED
AN ICED COLD GINGER CARROT JUICE
INTO MY HAND AND WALKED ME TO A
BREEZY LOUNGE TO GATHER MY
BEARINGS. "

He found that I liked my coffee
She had everything under

decaf (pregnancy has me

control. The thought of my

indulging in my old habits with

luggage, requesting a drink,

restraint). Khanh noticed how I

wondering what the weather

devoured the homemade

had in store for the day, were

preserves and jam with my

immediately erased as Thuy

whipped yogurt. He asked how I

waved the cart away, popped

liked the space where I was

an iced cold ginger carrot juice

seated,

into my hand and walked me to
a breezy lounge to gather my
bearings. She softly spoke of
the terrain, the layout of the
main entrance, and
recommended that I check out
the terraced dining room for a
breakfast pre check in. Did I
mention I arrived at 9am and
check in is at 3? Not to worry,
Thuy was already delegating
tasks in a secretive manner,
getting the room ready,
checking my food preferences,
all while I calmly closed my
eyes and inhaled Amanoi. I
climbed the scalloped threetiered stair case with Thuy at
my side and walked into the
main dining area where I was
guided to the best spot on the
terrace, in the shade, with that
signature Aman breeze, and a
view of the vast ocean. When
the waiter, Khanh, arrived I had
no idea that he was mentally
filling in the blanks in my
customer file.

as there are also indoor airconditioned tables, or more
heavily shaded areas. Sure
enough, each and every day I
received the bespoke breakfast
treatment, as Khanh reserved my
usual spot, or recommended
something different yet similar,
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"ANH WASHED MY FEET AND TOOK
NOTICE OF THE GOOSEBUMPS THAT HAD
RISEN ON MY LEG; WITHIN SECONDS SHE
HAD ADJUSTED THE TEMPERATURE AND
PUT A WARM COTTON SHEET ON THE
MASSAGE TABLE."
memorized my morning coffee

Anh washed my feet and took

and details that the entire

preferences, and of course

notice of the goose bumps that

staff was putting in to their

immediately bringing out that

had risen on my leg; within

efforts to make my stay

little tray of jams and jellies

seconds she had adjusted the

perfectly mine. Housekeeping:

that my stomach couldn't get

temperature and put a warm

Our mountain view pool villa

enough of. Khanh and his

cotton sheet on the massage

was cleaned, and restocked

helpers never asked if I had

table. Even Anh was gathering

finished my plate, if I would like

data for my file, and that is

each and every time we left

more water, or if I wanted to

when I began to notice the

order more. Instead the wait

intricate adjustments

staff whisked in and out of my
peripheral vision silently filling
my cup, removing my plates,
and dropping in a menu for
additional ordering if needed. It
wasn't complicated and yet the
service was next to none.
Spa: By day two it was time to
take a break from the endless
infinity pools and delectable
meals, so I ventured to the
expansive spa grounds that sit
on a pristine lake in the center
of the Amanoi estate. As my
chauffeured buggy dropped me
at the spa entrance, my
therapist, Anh, walked out and
greeted me like an old friend;
warm, kind, smiling.
Immediately the pre-pamper
jitters were dissolved. I felt at
home in her presence and she
guided me with a light touch
on the back and a fresh pair of
slippers, to my private room
overlooking the lake and
Japanese inspired body work
pavilion.

the space,
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"EACH DAY THEY LEFT A NEW
GIFT, LOCALLY SOURCED COFFEE
BEANS, HAND EMBROIDERED
LAVENDER PILLOWS, A LEATHER
BOX OF THEIR SIGNATURE
SOAPS."
whether for a quick lunch or a

They were empowered as a

And each day they refilled the

day of hiking. We would return

cleaning staff to adjust the

fruit bowl before we could

to a pristine home like excited,

formula and cater to the

destroy it and beg them to

giggling kids looking for the

customer. Each day they left a

marry us.

sweet gifts and notes left by the

new gift, locally sourced coffee

staff. It was this six-star feature

beans, hand-embroidered

that led my travel companion

lavender pillows, a leather box

and best friend Jenny to tell me

of their signature soaps.

of an old Vietnamese folktale.
As we sat by the pool at dusk
she said, "you know there is a
tale of a woman who lived
inside of a fruit. Every time that
the homeowner left for the day,
she would pop out and clean
the whole house. Even cooking
him meals and decorating it
with the perfect feminine
touch. Finally the man decided
that he had to keep this woman
forever. One day he pretended
to leave the home, headed in to
work, and within two minutes
he erupted through the door
and destroyed her fruit, forcing
her to marry him and be with
him forever." All weekend we
joked of our fairies and often
sprinted down the gorgeous
landscaped villa entrance to
catch them in the act. If we
used a razor, we found two in
its place, when I doubled down
on the free cookies, they
stocked me with two jars the
following day. The cleaning
staff was taking information
about their client and using it.

"THE RESULT WAS, A VACATION CUSTOMIZED TO OUR
PREFERENCES ACROSS ALL FIVE SENSES."

READ MORE
NEST.
The six-star experience isn't complicated but it is
intuitive. It requires common sense and
adaptation. If your customer has goose bumps,
they are cold. If the customer is cold, adjust the
heat. If the customer eats one item more than
others, they like that item. If they like that item,
you should give them more of it. The concept is
simple: observe, analyze, adapt. The result was, a
vacation customized to our preferences across all
five senses.

